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In the quest to develop viable designs for third-generation optical interferometric gravitational-wave detec-
tors ~e.g. LIGO-III and EURO!, one strategy is to monitor the relative momentum or speed of the test-mass
mirrors rather than monitoring their relative position. This paper describes and analyzes the most straightfor-
ward design for a speed meter interferometer that accomplishes this—a design ~due to Braginsky, Gorodetsky,
Khalili and Thorne! that is analogous to a microwave-cavity speed meter conceived by Braginsky and Khalili.
A mathematical mapping between the microwave speed meter and the optical interferometric speed meter is
developed and is used to show @in accord with the speed being a quantum nondemolition observable# that in
principle the interferometric speed meter can beat the gravitational-wave standard quantum limit ~SQL! by an
arbitrarily large amount, over an arbitrarily wide range of frequencies, and can do so without the use of
squeezed vacuum or any auxiliary filter cavities at the interferometer’s input or output. However, in practice,
to reach or beat the SQL, this specific speed meter requires exorbitantly high input light power. The physical
reason for this is explored, along with other issues such as constraints on performance due to optical dissipa-
tion. This analysis forms a foundation for ongoing attempts to develop a more practical variant of an inter-
ferometric speed meter and to combine the speed meter concept with other ideas to yield a promising LIGO-
III/EURO interferometer design that entails low laser power.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.66.022001 PACS number~s!: 04.80.Nn, 03.67.2a, 42.50.Dv, 95.55.YmI. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
The first generation of kilometer-scale interferometric
gravitational-wave detectors @Laser Interferometric Gravita-
tional Wave Observatory ~LIGO-I! @1,2#, VIRGO @3#, and
GEO600 @4## will begin operation in 2002, at sensitivities
where it is plausible but not highly probable that gravita-
tional waves can be detected. Vigorous research and devel-
opment is now underway for second-generation detectors
~LIGO-II @5# and its European and Japanese partners @6,7#!
that are planned to begin operation in ;2008 at a sensitivity
where a rich variety of gravitational-wave sources should lie.
This second-generation sensitivity will be near or mod-
estly better than the standard quantum limit ~SQL!, a limit
that constrains interferometers @8# such as LIGO-I which
have conventional optical topology, but does not constrain
more sophisticated ‘‘quantum nondemolition’’ ~QND! inter-
ferometers @9,10#.
Conceptual-design research and development is now un-
derway, at a modest level, for third-generation gravitational-
wave interferometers that ~it is hoped! will beat the SQL by
a factor ;5 or more over a frequency band somewhat
greater than the typical frequency of operation. This third-
generation research and development has entailed, thus far,
conceiving and exploring theoretically a number of ideas that
might prove useful in a final design. Examples include ~i!
injecting squeezed vacuum into an interferometer’s dark port
@9–11#, ~ii! performing homodyne detection on the output
light with a frequency-dependent homodyne angle ~achieved
using large Fabry-Perot filter cavities! @12,13#, ~iii! using
light pressure to transfer the gravity-wave signal onto a small
test mass that moves relative to local inertial frames and then
reading out that motion using local QND techniques ~the
optical bar! @14#, ~iv! a variant of this involving symphotonic
states @15#, ~v! producing optical-spring behavior by means0556-2821/2002/66~2!/022001~12!/$20.00 66 0220of a signal-recycling mirror @16#, and ~vi! other more general
means of changing the dynamics of the test-mass mirrors
@17,18#.
The purpose of this paper is to carry out a first detailed
analysis of another idea that may prove helpful in third-
generation interferometers: operating each interferometer as
a speed meter, so instead of monitoring the relative position
of its test-mass mirrors, it measures their relative speed ~or,
more precisely, some combination of their speed and higher-
order time derivatives of relative position!.
The motivation for measuring speed rather than position,
stated in somewhat heuristic terms, is as follows: If a single
measurement of the relative position of the test masses is
made, then according to the uncertainty principle, there will
be a corresponding random ‘‘kick’’ to the relative momen-
tum. This kick will affect the future positions of the test
masses. If another position measurement is made at a later
time, its accuracy will be limited because of the earlier mo-
mentum kick. The best one can do is balance the uncertain-
ties of the two measurements; this optimal uncertainty corre-
sponds to the SQL.
If, on the other hand, the velocity ~which is directly pro-
portional to the momentum! is measured directly, this veloc-
ity measurement will randomly kick the relative position.
That position kick is irrelevant if the velocity is being mea-
sured without collecting position information, as in a speed
meter. Another way to say this is to note that the velocity ~or
momentum! is a constant of the free motion of the test mass.
Consequently, the velocity commutes with itself at different
times and is therefore a quantum non-demolition ~QND! ob-
servable @19#. The result is that speed meters are not con-
strained by the SQL.
The original idea for a speed meter that measures the
velocity of a single test mass was conceived, in a primitive
form, by Braginsky and Khalili @20#. Braginsky, Gorodetsky,©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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ginally practical form based on two coupled microwave cavi-
ties. In their appendix, BGKT also sketched a design for an
optical-interferometer speed meter gravity-wave detector
that, they speculated, will be able to beat the gravity-wave
SQL in essentially the same manner as the microwave speed
meter beats the free-mass SQL.
This paper presents a detailed analysis of the BGKT
optical-interferometer speed meter, with the objective of de-
termining whether it actually does measure relative velocity
without collecting position information and whether it actu-
ally can beat the SQL. As we shall see, the answers are both
‘‘yes.’’ Moreover, it will be shown that there is a mathemati-
cal mapping between the analysis of the microwave-cavity
speed meter, which measures the velocity of a single mass,
and that of the optical-interferometer speed meter, which
measures the relative speeds of widely separated test masses.
Another objective of this paper is to explore the features of
this optical-interferometer speed meter that will be important
in attempts to design practical third-generation interferom-
eters.
The basic design of the speed meter to be analyzed here is
shown in Fig. 1. It consists of two nearly identical optical
cavities of length L54 km, which are weakly coupled by a
mirror of power transmissivity Ts . In the absence of a driv-
ing force, laser light can ‘‘slosh’’ back and forth between
these two cavities with frequency
V5cATs /L , ~1!
where c is the speed of light. The addition of a driving laser
@denoted I(z) in Fig. 1# into one cavity will cause the other
FIG. 1. Design for QND speed meter interferometer. The main
laser input port is the lower left mirror @denoted by I(z), where z
5t2z/c#. The signal is extracted at the bottom mirror @denoted
K(h), where h5t1z/c#. The ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ signs near the mirrors
indicate the sign of the reflectivities in the junction conditions for
each location.02200cavity to become excited. It is from this excited cavity that
we will extract our signal @denoted K(h)# at a rate
d5cTo /4L , ~2!
where To is the transmissivity of the extraction mirror. Since
we cannot make To infinitely small ~or equivalently, the ex-
traction time infinite!, a small amount of residual light will
build up in the unexcited cavity. To counteract this, we also
input a small amount of laser light @denoted L(z)# through
the output port in order to cancel out any such residual light.
This is desirable because one cavity must be empty to
achieve pure speed meter behavior.1
To understand how this system produces a velocity signal,
consider the effect of moving the end mirror in the excited
cavity @the cavity labeled C(h) and B(z) in Fig. 1#. That
mirror motion will put a phase shift on the light in that cav-
ity. If the input laser is driving the cavity’s cosine quadrature,
then the phase shift caused by the mirror motion will act as a
driving force for the sine quadrature. This light will then
slosh into the empty cavity and back. When it returns, it will
be 180° out of phase compared to its initial phase shift. The
resulting cancellation will cause the net signal in the sine
quadrature of the excited cavity to be proportional to the
difference in test-mass position between the start and finish
of the sloshing cycle. In other words, the net signal is pro-
portional to the velocity of the test mass, assuming that the
frequencies v of the test mass’ motion are v!V .
As it turns out, however, the optimal regime of operation
for the speed meter is v;V . Consequently, the output signal
contains a sum over odd time derivatives of position @see Eq.
~30! and the discussion following it#. Therefore, the speed
meter monitors not just the relative speed of the test masses,
but a mixture of all odd time derivatives of the position.
As we will show, this speed meter design, in principle, is
capable of beating the SQL by an arbitrary amount and over
a wide range of frequencies. However, in practice, optical
losses will limit the amount by which the SQL can be beaten,
and to beat the SQL at all requires an uncomfortably high
circulating power. ~This is actually a common feature of de-
signs that beat the SQL @22#.! More seriously, this design
requires an impossibly high input power because the photons
are not getting ‘‘sucked’’ into the interferometer efficiently,
as they are in conventional designs; this will be discussed in
more detail in Sec. III C.
In view of this impracticality, one might wonder why a
detailed analysis of this speed meter should be published.
The answer is that this analysis teaches us a variety of things
about optical-interferometer speed meters—things that are
likely to be of value in the search for practical QND inter-
ferometers and in their optimization. Indeed, the author and
1In general, one could allow some amount of light to build up in
the ‘‘empty’’ cavity, and thereby ~as we shall see in Sec. III C!,
make it easier to inject light into the interferometer. Then, the ratio
of the levels of excitation of the two cavities would become a tool
for optimizing the design, balancing reduced input power against
performance.1-2
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promising speed-meter designs that rely, for motivation and
insights, on the things learned in the analysis presented here.
This paper is organized as follows. The mathematical de-
scription of the interferometer is given in Sec. II. Section
III A gives the analysis of the lossless limit and the mapping
to the microwave-resonator speed meter, Sec. III B presents
the numerical analysis, and as mentioned above, Sec. III C
describes various problems or issues with the speed meter. In
Sec. IV we give the results and a description of the speed
meter’s performance if losses are included. The discussion
there will address the role of optical dissipation in limiting
the amount by which the SQL can be beaten. Finally, Sec. V
summarizes the results of this analysis and its relevance for
future research.
II. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE
INTERFEROMETER
The design of the speed meter is shown in Fig. 1. In this
section we will set up the equations describing the interfer-
ometer with lossy mirrors. The method of analysis is based
on the formalism developed by Caves and Schumaker @23#
and used by Kimble, Levin, Matsko, Thorne, and Vyatchanin
~KLMTV! @13# to examine more conventional interferometer
designs.
We express the electric field propagating in each direction
down each segment of the interferometer in the form
Efield~z!5A4p\v0Sc A~z!, ~3!
where A(z) is the amplitude, z5t2z/c ~see Fig. 1!, v0 is
the carrier frequency, \ is the reduced Planck’s constant, and
S is the effective cross-sectional area of the light beam; see
Eq. ~8! of KLMTV. We decompose the amplitude into cosine
and sine quadratures,
A~z!5A1~z!cos v0z1A2~z!sin v0z . ~4!
Note that the subscript 1 always refers to the cosine quadra-
ture, and 2 to sine. Also note that we have designated z50 at
both the input and output mirrors, z5z
*
at the sloshing mir-
ror, and z5L at the end mirrors; see Fig. 1. We choose the
cavity lengths L to be exact half multiples of the carrier
wavelength so ei2v0L/c51.
As mentioned above, the power transmissivity for the
sloshing mirror is Ts and for the output mirror is To . In
addition, T i will denote the transmissivity for the laser-input
mirror and Te for the end mirrors; again, see Fig. 1. Each of
these has a complementary reflectivity such that each mirror
satisfies the equation T1R51. If we now let z5t2z/c , h
5t1z/c , and j51,2, then the junction conditions at the mir-
rors are given by
Aj~z!5ATo Lj~z!1ARo Dj~h!, ~5a!
Bj~z!5ATs Ej~z!1ARs Aj~z!, ~5b!
Cj~h!5ATe Mj~h!1ARe Bj~z!, ~5c!02200Dj~h!5ATs Gj~h!1ARs Cj~h!, ~5d!
Ej~z!5AT i Ij~z!2AR i Hj~h!, ~5e!
Fj~z!5ATs Aj~z!2ARs Ej~z!, ~5f!
Gj~h!5ATe Nj~h!2ARe Fj~z!, ~5g!
Hj~h!5ATs Cj~h!2ARs Gj~h!, ~5h!
Jj~h!5AT i Hj~h!1AR i Ij~z!, ~5i!
Kj~h!5ATo Dj~h!2ARo Lj~z!. ~5j!
A. Carrier light
If we first consider only the carrier in a steady state, we
can assume that all the mirrors are stationary and that all of
the Aj(z)5A j , Bj(z)5B j , etc. are constant. ~We denote the
carrier amplitudes by capital Latin letters with a subscript
indicating the quadrature.! Then we solve Eqs. ~5! simulta-
neously. We ignore vacuum fluctuation noise since it is un-
important for the carrier light. In addition, we only drive the
cosine quadrature, so that
L25I250. ~6!
Thus, all of the sine quadrature terms will be zero. As men-
tioned above, we want to have as little light as possible in the
unexcited cavity, so we apply the condition
F15G150. ~7!
That means the input fed into the output port should be
L15
I1
4A
To T i
Ts
. ~8!
Then, the solution for the carrier is
A15B15C15D15
I1
2A
T i
Ts
, ~9a!
E15H15
I1
2
AT i. ~9b!
In deriving Eqs. ~9! we have assumed the following inequali-
ties among the various mirror transmissivities:
To @Ts @T i @Te . ~10!
The motivations for these assumptions are that ~i! they lead
to speed-meter behavior, ~ii! as with any interferometer, the
best performance is achieved by making the end-mirror
transmissivities Te as small as possible, ~iii! good perfor-
mance requires a light extraction rate comparable to the
sloshing rate, d;V @cf. the first paragraph of Sec. III B#,
which with Eqs. ~1! and ~2! implies To;ATs so To @Ts , and
~iv! if the input transmissivity is larger than or of the same
order as the sloshing frequency, too much light will be lost1-3
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tion of the position information and degraded performance
~hence, we assume T i!Ts!.
B. Sideband light
Sidebands are put onto the carrier by the mirror motions
and by vacuum fluctuations, as we shall see below. We ex-
press the quadrature amplitudes for the carrier plus the side
bands in the form
Aj~z!5A j1E
0
‘
@a˜ j~v!e
2ivz1a˜ j
†~v!eivz#
dv
2p , ~11!
where a˜ j(v) is the field amplitude for the sideband at fre-
quency v in the j quadrature; cf. Eqs. ~6!–~8! of KLMTV,
where commutation relations and the connection to creation
and annihilation operators are discussed. Then most of the
junction conditions can easily be broken down into separate
expressions for the constant and sideband terms; for ex-
ample,
A j5ATo L j1ARo D j , ~12a!
a˜ j5ATo l˜ j1ARo d˜ j . ~12b!
The exceptions are Eqs. ~5c! and ~5g! because the two end
mirrors will change the phase of the sidebands on each
bounce. Equation ~5g! becomes
G j52ARe F j1ATe N j , ~13a!
g˜ j52ARe f˜ jeib1ATe n˜ j , ~13b!
where b52vL/c is the phase shift for the sidebands. At this
point, we also want to allow mirror motion in order to detect
gravitational waves, so we assume that the end mirror of the
excited cavity is free to move. As a result, the junction con-
dition there, expressed by Eq. ~5c!, is the most complicated.
It becomes
C j5ARe B j1ATe M j , ~14a!
c˜ 15ARe b˜ 1eib22ARe B2v0x˜ /c1ATe m˜ 1 , ~14b!
c˜ 25ARe b˜ 2eib12ARe B1v0x˜ /c1ATe m˜ 2 , ~14c!
where x˜ is the Fourier transform of the mirror’s displace-
ment. ~We are ignoring the motion of the end mirror of the
empty cavity since that will not have a significant effect.!
All of the junction condition equations @Eqs. ~5! ex-
pressed in the form of Eqs. ~12!, ~13!, and ~14!# can be
solved simultaneously to get expressions for the carrier and
sidebands in each segment of the interferometer. This yields
an output @K(h)# containing an vx˜ term, which is the Fou-
rier transform of the end-mirror velocity ~relative to the input
mirror!, aside from a factor of i. Since there is no factor x˜
without a multiplying factor v in the output, our interferom-
eter is indeed a speed meter, as claimed by BGKT.02200One more complication to be addressed is the issue of the
back action force on the mirror produced by the fluctuating
radiation pressure of the laser beam. The back action is in-
cluded in x˜ along with the gravitational wave information, as
follows.
From KLMTV, Eq. ~B18!, the back-action force is
FBA5
2dWcirc
c
, ~15!
where dWcirc is the fluctuation in the circulating laser power.
To determine this quantity, consider the expression for the
circulating power @text above Eq. ~B16! in KLMTV#:
Wcirc5
E int
2
4pSc , ~16!
where S is the effective cross-sectional area of the beam and
E int
2 is the time-averaged square of the internal electric field.
In our case,
E int5A4p\v0Sc H cos~v0t !FB11E0‘~b˜ 1e2ivt1b˜ 1†eivt!dv2pG
1sin~v0t !F E
0
‘
~b˜ 2e2ivt1b˜ 2
†eivt!
dv
2pG J . ~17!
See Eqs. ~3!, ~4!, and ~11! with A replaced by B. Note that
the constant term B2 vanishes since we are driving only the
cosine quadrature. Substituting Eq. ~17! into Eq. ~16! will
give a steady circulating power
Wcirc5
1
2\v0B1
25\v0I1
2 T i
4Ts
~18!
and a fluctuating piece
dWcirc~ t !5\v0B1E
0
‘
b˜ 1~v!e2ivt
dv
2p 1H.c., ~19!
where H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate of the previous
term.
Now that we have an expression for dWcirc , we return to
the expression for the back-action force ~15!. That force,
together with the gravitational waves, produces a relative
acceleration of the cavity’s two mirrors ~each with mass m!
given by
d2x~ t !
dt2
5
1
2 L
d2h~ t !
dt2
1
4dWcirc~ t !
mc
~20!
where h(t) is the gravitational-wave field @cf. Eq. ~B19! in
KLMTV#. Substituting Eq. ~19! into the above equation and
taking the Fourier transform gives
x˜5
1
2 Lh
˜2
4\v0B1b˜ 1
mcv2
. ~21!1-4
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the junction conditions and simplifying with the conditions
on the transmissivities ~10!, is given by
b˜ 15
2ivcATo l˜ 1
2LL~v! , ~22!
where
L~v!5V22v22ivd . ~23!
~Recall that V5cATs /L is the sloshing frequency, d
5cTo /4L the extraction rate.!
III. SPEED METER IN THE LOSSLESS LIMIT
A. Mathematical analysis
For simplicity, in this section we will set Te50 ~end mir-
rors perfectly reflecting!, since it is unimportant if Te is much
smaller than the other transmissivities. We will also neglect
the noise coming in the main laser port ( i˜1,2). This noise will
become dominant at sufficiently low frequencies ~below
;10 Hz for the interesting parameter regime!, but those fre-
quencies are not very relevant to LIGO.
As a result of these assumptions, the only noise that re-
mains is that which comes in through the output port ( l˜1,2).
An interferometer in which this is the case and in which light
absorption and scattering are unimportant (R1T51 for all
mirrors, as we have assumed! is said to be ‘‘lossless.’’ In Sec.
IV we shall relax these assumptions, i.e. we shall consider
lossy interferometers. As before, we assume To @Ts @T i .
The interferometer output, as derived by the analysis of the
previous section, is then
k˜ 152
L*~v!
L~v! l
˜1 , ~24a!
k˜ 25
2ivv0I1AToT i
2LATsL~v!
x˜2
L*~v!
L~v! l
˜2 , ~24b!
where the asterisk @in L*(v)# denotes the complex conju-
gate. Note that x˜ is given by Eq. ~21! combined with Eqs.
~9a! and ~22!, or equivalently, by
x˜5
1
2 Lh
˜1x˜BA , ~25!
where
x˜BA5
i\v0I1ATo T i l˜ 1
mvLATs L~v!
~26!
is the back-action noise. It is possible to express Eqs. ~24! in
a more concise form, similar to Eqs. ~16! in KLMTV:
k˜ 15 l˜1e2ic, ~27a!02200k˜ 25~ l˜22k l˜1!e2ic1Ak
h˜
hSQL
conv
eic, ~27b!
where
tan c52
V22v2
vd
, ~28a!
k5
\v0
2 I1
2 To T i
2mL2Ts uL~v!u2
, ~28b!
and
hSQL
conv5A 8\
mv2L2
. ~29!
If, as in KLMTV, we regard Eqs. ~27! as input-output rela-
tions for the interferometer, then k is a dimensionless cou-
pling constant, which couples the gravity wave signal h˜ into
the output k˜ 2 , h˜ SQL
conv is the standard quantum limit for a con-
ventional interferometer such as LIGO-I, and c and w are
phases put onto the signal and noise by the interferometer.
Although there is much similarity between the above equa-
tions ~27! and those of KLMTV, there is not a direct mapping
because KLMTV analyzes a position meter, not a speed
meter.
As a tool in optimizing the interferometer’s performance,
we perform homodyne detection on the outputs k˜ 1 and k˜ 2,
using a constant ~frequency-independent! homodyne angle
F . In other words, we read out k˜F5k˜ 1cos F1k˜2sin F. If we
insert Eqs. ~24! and do some algebra, we get
k˜F5
2ivv0I1ATo T i
2LATs L~v!
sin F@x˜~v!1x˜m~v!# . ~30!
Here x˜m , the measurement noise ~actually shot noise!, is
given by
x˜m5
2LATs L*~v!
ivv0I1ATo T i
@ l˜21 l˜1cot F# , ~31!
and x˜ is given by Eqs. ~25! and ~26!. Notice that the first
term in Eq. ~30! contains x˜ only in the form vx˜ ; this is the
velocity signal @actually, the sum of the velocity and higher
odd time derivatives of position because of the L(v) in the
denominator#. These equations, ~30! and ~31!, are equivalent
to Eqs. ~29! and ~30! of BGKT. In fact, the analysis of the
single-test-mass, microwave speed meter in that reference
~Sec. III C! can be translated more or less directly into the
analysis of our speed-meter interferometer with a suitable
change of notation ~see Table I!.2
2There is a slight difference in the way the models in this paper
and in BGKT were defined. One result is that there are some sign
and quadrature differences between them. For details, see Table I,1-5
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the interferometer; i.e. l˜1 and l˜2 are quadrature amplitudes
for ordinary vacuum. This means @Eq. ~26! of KLMTV# that
their spectral densities are unity and their cross-correlations
are zero. By noting that the homodyne output ~30! is propor-
tional to
2
L ~x
˜1x˜m!5h˜1
2
L ~x
˜BA1x˜m! ~32!
and examining the dependence of x˜BA and x˜m on the input
vacuum l˜1 and l˜2, we deduce the ~single-sided! spectral den-
sity of the gravitational wave output noise h˜ :
Shn5~hSQL
speed!2j2, ~33!
where
particularly the ‘‘amplitude in excited cavity’’ and ‘‘noise into out-
put port.’’
TABLE I. Mapping of the parameters in the BGKT microwave-
resonator speed meter paper to those in this paper.
Parameter BGKT Purdue
signal frequency v v
carrier frequency ve v0
optimal frequency v0 vopt
mass of test body m m
characteristic length d L
sloshing frequency V V5cATs /L
test-mass displacement x˜ (v) x˜ (v)
signal extraction rate a de51/2te* d5cTo /4L
impedance of resonators b r ro52L/cATo
r i52L/cAT i
driving amplitude c U0 aI1
amp. in excited cavity c 2q05U0 /Vr aB15aI1 /Vr i
noise into output port c , d $Ues , Uec% 2a$ l˜1 , l˜2%
sideband components c , e $a1 ,b1 ,a2 ,b2% a$b˜ 1 ,b˜ 2 , f˜1 , f˜2%
output amplitude c U˜ (v) ak˜F(v)
ate* is the relaxation time of the excited resonator due to energy
flowing out.
bIn BGKT, both resonators have the same characteristic impedance,
but in this interferometer, they are different. Consequently, caution
must be used when transforming between the two models.
cThere is a proportionality constant a5A2\ATo which must be
included to get the correct dimensionality when transforming
BGKT’s equations into Purdue’s notation. For example, U0↔aI1.
dNotice that the quadratures are reversed. This is due to a difference
in the way the models were defined.
eNotice that in Purdue’s notation the letter indicates the cavity and
the numerical subscript indicates the quadrature, whereas in BGKT,
the letter indicates the quadrature and the number indicates the reso-
nator.02200hSQL
speed5A 16\
mv2L2
~34!
is the standard quantum limit ~SQL! for our speed-meter
interferometer,
j25
uL~v!u2
2L4sin2F
2cot F1
L4
2uL~v!u2
~35!
is the fractional amount by which the SQL is beaten ~in units
of squared amplitude!, and
L45
\To T i ~v0I1!2
2L2mTs
. ~36!
Note that the quantity j2 is the same ~modulo a minus sign in
the definition of F) as the quantity jWB2 in BGKT @Eq. ~40!#.
We comment, in passing, on the SQLs that appear in the
various papers. BGKT use double-sided spectral densities
and measure the velocity of a single test body with mass m .
The corresponding standard quantum limit for position is
~Sx ,SQL
one body!double sided5
\
mv2
~37!
@their Eq. ~5! divided by m2v4 to convert from force to po-
sition and with m denoted by m#. KLMTV and the present
paper used single-sided spectral densities, i.e. we fold nega-
tive frequencies into positive, so our one-body SQL is
~Sx ,SQL
one body!single sided5
2\
mv2
. ~38!
For our speed meter, the quantity measured is the relative
velocity of two mirrors, x5x12x2, for which the
gravitational-wave signal is 12 h˜L and the reduced mass is m
5m/2, so our gravity-wave SQL spectral density is
~Sh ,SQL
speed meter!single sided[~hSQL
speed!2
5S 2L D
2 2\
~m/2!v2
5
16\
mv2L2
. ~39!
For a conventional interferometer, as analyzed by KLMTV,
the quantity measured is the relative position of four mirrors,
x5(x12x2)2(x32x4), for which the gravitational-wave
signal is 23 12 h˜L5h˜L and the reduced mass is m5m/4, so
the gravity-wave SQL spectral density is
~Sh ,SQL
conv !single sided[~hSQL
conv!21-6
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2 2\
~m/4!v2
5
8\
mv2L2
, ~40!
half as large as for our speed meter. If we were to build a
speed meter consisting of two excited cavities ~one in each
arm! and two unexcited cavities ~as in Fig. 4 of BGKT!, then
our speed meter SQL would be reduced by a factor of 2, to
the same value as for a conventional interferometer.
Continuing with our analysis, we can express uL(v)u2
@Eq. ~23!# as
uL~v!u25~v22vopt2 !21d2~vopt2 1d2/4!, ~41!
where
vopt5AV22d2/2, ~42!
as we shall see, is the interferometer’s optimal frequency.
These two expressions are identical to Eqs. ~37! and ~38! of
BGKT. We shall optimize the homodyne angle F to mini-
mize the noise at some specific frequency, vF . The result is
cot F5
L4
uL~vF!u2
. ~43!
Then, Eqs. ~42!–~48! of BGKT apply exactly to the analysis
here: j2(v) for this homodyne phase F ~43! is
j2~v!5
uL~v!u2
2L4
1
L4~v22vF
2 !2~v21vF
2 22vopt
2 !2
2uL~v!u2uL~vF!u4
,
~44!
and its minimum is
jmin
2 5j2~vF!5
~vF
2 2vopt
2 !21d2~vopt
2 1d2/4!
2L4
. ~45!
The noise can be further minimized by setting the speed
meter’s optimal frequency to vopt5vF to get
j2~v!5
uL~v!u2
2L4
1
L4~v22vopt
2 !4
2uL~v!u2d4~vopt2 1d2/4!2
, ~46!
with
jmin
2 5
d2~vopt
2 1d2/4!
2L4
5
Wcirc
SQL
Wcirc
. ~47!
Here Wcirc is the power circulating in the excited arm3 @Eq.
~18!# and
3Note that that Eq. ~47! uses the power circulating in the excited
cavity, Wcirc , whereas BGKT’s quantity W in their Eq. ~45! is
equivalent to the power transmitted through the interferometer’s
input mirror. This quantity W is also the amount of power extracted02200Wcirc
SQL5
mL2d2~vopt
2 1d2/4!
8v0To
5~0.8 MW!S m40 kgD S L4 kmD
2S 0.07To D
3S vopt2p3100 HzD
4S 1.7831015 Hzv0 D ~48!
is the circulating power required to reach the standard quan-
tum limit at the optimal frequency vopt ~we have assumed
d52vopt to get the second line of the above equation; see
Sec. III B!. By pumping with a power Wcirc.Wcirc
SQL
, the
speed meter can beat the SQL in the vicinity of the optimal
frequency vopt by the amount jmin
2 5Wcirc
SQL/Wcirc .
If @following BGKT Eqs. ~47! and ~48!# we define the
frequency band v1,v,v2 of high sensitivity to be those
frequencies for which
j~v!<A2j~vopt!, ~49!
then Eqs. ~46! and ~47! imply that
v1,2
2 5vopt
2 7
d2~vopt
2 1d2/4!
A4 d4~vopt2 1d2/4!21L8
5vopt
2 7
2L2jmin
2
A4 4jmin4 11
. ~50!
Equations ~50!, ~46!, and ~47! imply that the lossless speed
meter can beat the force-measurement SQL by a large
amount jmin!1 over a wide frequency band, v1!v2
;A2vopt by setting
L
vopt
;
d2
2vopt
2 *2. ~51!
A plot of j2, optimized in this manner but for rather modest
parameter values, is shown in Fig. 2.
B. Numerical analysis
To get an idea of the magnitudes of the quantities in-
volved in this interferometer, we can start by combining the
wide-bandwith requirement ~51! with the definitions d
5cTo /4L , V5cATs /L , and vopt
2 5V22d2/2. From these,
we find that the wide-bandwidth requirement d2*4vopt
2 be-
comes To
2*(64/3)Ts . If, as in BGKT, we take d52vopt
52vF but set vopt52p3100 Hz as in KLMTV, then that
gives To50.07 and Ts50.0002. Notice this particular value
of Ts does not satisfy the condition vopt!V , which was
necessary to get a signal that is only proportional to the ve-
locity of the test masses’ motion. Instead, we have vopt;V ,
which implies that the signal consists of a linear combination
with the signal at the output port (Wexit in Secs. III B and III C!.1-7
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butions coming from derivatives higher than the speed @see
Eq. ~30!#.
If, in addition to d52vopt52vF54p3100 Hz, we
choose jmin
2 50.1 ~as in BGKT!, then we find Wcirc
SQL
.0.8 MW from Eq. ~48! and a circulating power of Wcirc
.8 MW. The input-port transmissivity is not explicitly de-
fined by the above requirements, but it is required, in our
analysis, to be much smaller than Ts50.0002 or To50.07,
i.e. T i&231025. This then dictates an outrageously high
input power of *300 MW to get the needed circulating
power. The power that exits through the signal port, along
with the signal, is Wexit5ToWcirc;0.56 MW. The resulting
noise curve is shown in Fig. 3; the parameter values used are
given in Table II.
Recall that this analysis is for only one speed meter,
which is equivalent to a single arm of the conventional LIGO
design. If we were to add another speed meter ~another pair
of cavities! with the position of the excited and unexcited
cavities reversed, interfering the output beams would in-
crease the sensitivity by a factor of two, in much the same
way as having two arms increases the sensitivity in the con-
ventional LIGO design. In addition, doing this would reduce
the interferometer’s sensitivity to laser frequency fluctuations
in the same way as having two arms in conventional LIGO
designs.
C. Discussion of the lossless speed meter
In this section we will look at a variety of issues that
should be understood and addressed in the process of devel-
oping a different, more practical, speed-meter design. One
problem is the large circulating power (;8 MW) required to
achieve wide-band sensitivity, a factor ;10 in noise power
below the standard quantum limit. A second problem is how
to get that light into the interferometer, as the present design
requires an input power that is outrageously high. This is, at
least partly, the result of the high reflectivity of the input
mirror, which causes most of the input light to be reflected
back towards the laser.
FIG. 2. Plot of the squared amount by which the speed meter
beats the standard quantum limit (hSQLspeed) as a function of frequency
~normalized to the optimal frequency, vopt). For the parameter val-
ues jmin
2 50.1, d52vopt , and L4540vopt
4
, this is identical to the
speed meter curve in Fig. 3 of BGKT.02200A third problem is the amount of power flowing through
the interferometer: With a circulating power of ;8 MW, the
power extracted with the signal is Wexit5ToWcirc
;0.56 MW. This same amount of power must be fed into
the excited cavity to maintain a steady state. To reduce this
power through-put, we could decrease To substantially; how-
ever, doing this will cause the wide-bandwidth requirement
~51! to be violated, and consequently, the behavior of the
speed meter will become more narrow band. In fact, the ef-
fect of changing To is strong enough that if it is decreased by
one order of magnitude, the speed meter will no longer beat
the SQL except for a very narrow range of frequencies. This
clearly is not a viable solution.
Another approach, in which this large through-put power
might conceivably be tolerated, is to recycle it back into the
interferometer. To do that, we must strip the signal off by
using a beam splitter to interfere the outputs from two speed-
meter interferometers as in Fig. 4 of BGKT. Using this
‘‘double’’ speed meter could also help increase the sensitiv-
ity, as described at the end of Sec. III B.
Turning to the issue of the high circulating power, it
should first be noted that the circulating power required to
reach the SQL, WcircSQL;800 kW is comparable to that for
conventional interferometers @Eq. ~132! of KLMTV gives
Wcirc
SQL;840 kW with m540 kg, instead of 30 kg#. A double
speed meter, as described above, would have twice the sen-
sitivity as a single speed meter at the same power. As men-
tioned in Sec. I, the high powers needed to reach or beat the
SQL are a common feature of many QND designs @22#, for
example the variational-output interferometer discussed in
KLMTV.
A likely method of reducing the needed circulating power,
without losing the wide-band performance of the speed
meter, is to inject squeezed vacuum into the output port, as
was originally proposed by Caves @11# for conventional in-
terferometers and by KMLTV for their QND squeezed-input
and squeezed-variational interferometers. In these cases, for
FIG. 3. Lossless noise curve for a speed meter optimized at a
frequency of 100 Hz. The transmissivities and power are given in
Table II. The dashed line represents the theoretical LIGO-II noise
curve in which a signal-recycling mirror and optical noise correla-
tions have been used to beat the SQL ~and thermal noise has been
made negligible!, as described by Buonanno and Chen @26,27#. The
dotted line represents the SQL; we use hSQLconv because we are com-
paring to a position meter.1-8
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reduced by as much as an order of magnitude @11,13#. De-
tailed analyses applying squeezed-vacuum techniques to
speed meters have not yet been carried out, but if the effect is
similar, it would have the beneficial side effect of reducing
the needed input power by the same amount, which might be
useful in a redesigned speed meter.
As for the outrageously high input power, the fact that so
much of the light impinging on the input-port mirror is re-
flected back to the laser suggests an obvious solution would
be adding a power-recycling mirror and/or increasing the
transmissivity T i of the input mirror. However, neither of
these approaches addresses the fundamental problem: there
is an empty cavity between the driving laser and the excited
cavity. In a conventional LIGO-type interferometer, the laser
drives a strongly excited Fabry-Perot cavity directly. In that
case, Bose statistics dictate that photons will be ‘‘sucked’’
into the cavities, producing a strong amplification. Hence,
there will be significantly more power stored in the arms of
the interferometer than the driving laser is producing. With-
out losses,
circulating power
input power ;
8
TPRT IM
;105, ~52!
where TPR;0.06 is the transmissivity of the power-recycling
mirror and T IM;0.005 is that of the internal mirrors @24#.
However, in this speed meter design, there is an empty cavity
instead of a low power laser feeding into the highly excited
cavity so Bose statistics do not help us. The result is the need
for a driving laser that produces far more power than is
stored in the arms of the speed meter:
circulating power
input power ;
T i
4Ts
;1023. ~53!
One way to address this problem would be to allow a
small amount of light to build up in the previously empty
cavity. This would cause position information to contaminate
the previously pure speed meter behavior. However, this so-
lution is not ideal because, as the amount of light in the
‘‘empty’’ cavity increases, the sensitivity degrades faster than
the required input power decreases. To consider this more
closely, we first need to remove the restriction ~8! on the
light L1 fed into the output port, which forces the unexcited
cavity @denoted by F(z) and G(h) in Fig. 1# to be truly
TABLE II. Interferometer parameters and their fiducial values.
Parameter Symbol Fiducial value
carrier frequency v0 1.7831015s21
mirror mass m 40 kg
arm length L 4 km
sloshing mirror transmissivity Ts 0.0002
input mirror transmissivity T i 231025
output mirror transmissivity To 0.07
end mirror transmissivity Te 231026
SQL circulating power WcircSQL 1.7 MW02200empty. Instead, we let L1 be determined by the amount of
power we want to have in the unexcited cavity. Secondly,
since the unexcited cavity is no longer empty, we need to
include the movement of the end mirror in that cavity, which
we previously neglected. This requires revising Eqs. ~13! to
include x˜ terms ~with back action! as in Eqs. ~14!. To calcu-
late how much the needed input power decreases as a func-
tion of the ratio of the powers of the two cavities, we can
solve for the carrier, as in Eqs. ~9!, and do some algebra to
express the input amplitude I1 as a function of the excited-
cavity amplitude B1 and the ratio of the amplitudes of the
powers of the two cavities (F1 /B1). After converting from
amplitudes to powers, the relationship between the input
powers is
W input~R !
W input~R50 !
5F12 T iAR2ATsG , ~54!
where R is the ratio of the powers in the two cavities. Since
we require T i!Ts!1 and R!1 to get speed-meter behavior,
W input cannot be reduced much at all.
Also of concern here is how much position information
will be included in the output. To calculate the strength of the
position signal, relative to the strength of the velocity signal,
we can solve the revised equations ~as described in the pre-
vious paragraph! for the sideband-light output. Then taking
the ratio of the coefficients of the position x˜ term and the
velocity x˜ term, we find
Uposition
velocityU; cATsvL AR5 VvAR;AR . ~55!
Since the spectral density involves the square of the ampli-
tudes used to calculate the above expression ~55!, Shn and j
2
will scale with R. This indicates that even a modest amount
of power in the ‘‘empty’’ cavity will introduce a significant
amount of position information into the output signal. The
effect of this, for a few values of R, can be seen in Fig. 4.
In fact, it appears that this problem of outrageously high
input power is the fatal flaw of this particular speed-meter
design. Chen @25# has conceived a class of alternative speed
meter designs that may solve this problem. Chen and the
author are carrying out an analysis and optimization of them;
we shall report the details in a future paper.
IV. SENSITIVITY OF A SPEED METER WITH LOSSES
In order to understand the issue of optical losses and dis-
sipation in this type of interferometer, we shall return to the
full equations presented in Sec. II. In that case, the output of
the system is
k˜ 152
L*~v!
L~v! l
˜11
c2ATs To T i
2L2L~v!
i˜ 12
ivcATo Te
2LL~v! m
˜ 1
1
c2ATs To Te
2L2L~v!
n˜ 1 , ~56a!1-9
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2ivv0I1ATo T i
2LATs L~v!
x˜ 2
L*~v!
L~v! l
˜21
c2ATs To T i
2L2L~v!
i˜ 2
2
ivcATo Te
2LL~v! m
˜ 21
c2ATs To Te
2L2L~v!
n˜ 2 , ~56b!
where
x˜5
1
2 Lh
˜1
\v0I1
mv2L2L~v! F ivLATo T iATs l˜ 12cT ii˜1
1
ivLAT i Te
ATs
m˜ 12cAT i Te n˜ 1G . ~57!
As before, we can express these in a more concise way:
k˜ 15 l˜1e2ic2~ i˜1k i1n˜ 1kn!eiu1m˜ 1kmeic, ~58a!
k˜ 25S l˜22k l˜12k ATeATo m˜ 1D e2ic2~ i˜2k i1n˜ 2kn!eiu
1S AkhSQLconvh˜1kmm˜ 2D eic1S i˜1AT i1 ATeATo n˜ 1D
3
V
v
keif, ~58b!
where, in addition to the definitions given by Eqs. ~28!,
tan u52cot c , tan f52cot 2c , ~59!
and
k i5A c4Ts To T i4L4uL~v!u2, ~60a!
FIG. 4. Plot of j2 for the lossless speed meter optimized at a
frequency of 100 Hz, with varying amounts of power in the
‘‘empty’’ cavity. The R50 curve is the same as that in Fig. 2.
Transmissivities are Ts50.0002, To50.07, T i5231025, Te50,
and the circulating power is 17 MW.022001km5A c2To Te v24L2uL~v!u2, ~60b!
kn5A c4Ts To Te4L4uL~v!u2. ~60c!
Once again, we do homodyne detection and calculate the
spectral density of the noise. ~It should be noted that, in the
lossy case, there are enough differences between the optical
speed meter and the BGKT microwave speed meter to ob-
scure the mapping. Consequently, we will not be able to
present as close a comparison in this section as we did in the
lossless case.! The fractional amount by which the SQL is
beaten is
j25
uL8~v!u2
2L4sin2F
2cot F1
L4
2uL~v!u2
, ~61!
where
uL8~v!u25~v22vopt82 !21dd*Fvopt82 1 dd84d* ~d*1de1d i!G ,
~62!
with
d i5cT i /L , ~63!
de5cTe /L , ~64!
d85d1de , ~65!
d*5d12de1d i , ~66!
and
vopt8 5AV22dd8/2. ~67!
Optimizing the homodyne angle at frequency vF gives
cot F5
L4
uL8~vF!u2
. ~68!
The resulting j2 is
j25
uL8~v!u2
2L4
2
L4
uL8~vF!u2
1
L4uL8~v!u2
2uL8~vF!u2
1
L4
2uL~v!u2
.
~69!
Setting v5vopt8 5vF gives-10
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d2d8~de1d i!/41dd*~vopt8 21dd8/4!
2L4
2
L4
2@d2d8~de1d i!/41dd*~vopt8 21dd8/4!#
1
L4
2@~vopt8 22vopt
2 !21d2~vopt
2 1d2/4!#
. ~70!
Compare Eq. ~47!. Note that, as in BGKT, the sensitivity in
the lossy case does not continue to grow indefinitely with the
growth of the parameter L .
Despite the presence of the additional terms included to
account for losses, the speed meter curve is largely un-
changed if we maintain our assumptions about the relative
sizes of the transmissivities ~10!. In fact, the only losses that
contribute significantly are those associated with i˜1 ~i.e.,
noise entering the bright port along with the laser light!. This
term causes the speed meter to become less sensitive at fre-
quencies !vopt , as seen in Fig. 5. Since that is roughly the
frequency at which seismic noise becomes dominant, the ef-
fect of more limited sensitivity in that range is not important.
As it turns out, the equations in this section are valid into
the regime where Te.T i.Ts . In that case, the n˜ 1 term will
be the same size as the i˜1 term, and together they become
dominant at frequencies &vopt , while the rest of the loss
terms continue to be insignificant for this parameter regime.
Presumably, the sensitivity degradation by n˜ 1 and i˜1 are the
result of vacuum fluctuations entering into the empty cavity
and contaminating the ‘‘sloshing’’ light. This behavior is
shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen from that plot, the interfer-
ometer loses wideband sensitivity when operating in this re-
gime.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have analyzed the speed-meter interferometer pro-
posed by BGKT and have shown that it does, indeed, mea-
sure test-mass speed ~and time derivatives of speed! rather
than test-mass position. We have also shown that it is capable
of beating the SQL over a broad range of frequencies. How-
ever, the very high circulating and input powers it requires
render this design impractical for use in LIGO-III. It is pos-022001sible, however, that there are variations of this design that
will be more feasible.
There are three separate but related problems related to
the laser power involved in this speed meter. One is the
amount of circulating power (;8 MW) required to beat the
SQL substantially ~by a factor 10 in noise power! over a
wide range of frequencies. Another is the amount of power
coming out of the interferometer with the signal
(;0.56 MW). Both of these are serious problems, but there
are conceivable solutions to them. The third and most severe
problem is the fact that the excited cavity is being fed
through an empty cavity. This dramatically increases the
amount of input power needed to achieve a given circulating
power, to the point where the input is significantly greater
than the circulating power. Motivated by what we have
learned in this analysis, Yanbei Chen and the author are de-
veloping and exploring alternative designs for speed-meter
interferometers that may solve the above problems and actu-
ally be practical.
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